Teaching Tool: Finite Element Analysis of 2D Truss Problem by VBA Program
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Abstract - Finite element method used for complex 2D truss problem needs computer program to help solving the solutions. The specific engineering programs are licensed and hard to be installed in every computer. But there is EXCEL in every computer. VBA program run on EXCEL was written to solve the 2D truss problem by using basic finite element concept. User inputs information into program: number of nodes, number of elements and their information, boundary conditions, and loads. VBA program automatically calculates information and shows results: stiffness matrix for each element and global stiffness matrix, deformation and reaction solutions, internal forces and normal stresses for each element, comparison picture of problem picture and deformation picture in color shades.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A truss is an engineering structure consisting of straight members connected at their ends [1]. 2D Truss or plane truss is defined as a truss whose members and forces acting on lie in a single plane. Members of a truss are generally considered to be two-force members with normal stresses; compress or tension. The statically indeterminate truss problems are impossible to be solved by using elementary mechanics method. The finite element theory is one of the method to solve this problem in the concept of direct formulation, [K]{U} = {F}. In complex 2D truss problem, computer program is used to help solving the solutions. Since the specific engineering programs are licensed and hard to be obtained, EXCEL has been chosen. VBA program run on EXCEL was written to automatically show the finite element procedure and solve the solutions.

II. METHODS AND PROCEDURE

VBA [3] program (Fig. 1) uses the concept of direct formulation, [K]{U} = {F}, which [K] is Stiffness matrix, {U} is Displacement matrix, and {F} is Load Matrix, to solve the solutions. User inputs information of the problem into program and let the program to calculate information and show results. Program has 8 worksheets; Note sheet, Sheet1 – Sheet6, and Sample Info sheet. Note sheet is the instruction note show how to use the program. Sheet1 is the information template sheet which let user to input the problem information.
First of all in Sheet1 (Fig. 2), user has to let program know the number of elements and number of nodes. Program will generate the data template according to the numbers user input. User input element information, boundary conditions, and load information in three light blue tables. Element information are node index, node coordinate, cross section area, and modulus of elasticity of each element. Boundary conditions are fixed conditions of each node in each x and y direction. Load information are loads act on each node in x and y direction. There is an example of 6 elements, 5 nodes truss in Sample Info sheet to help user to understand how to input the information into template.

**III. RESULT**

After user finish to input the problem information, click calculate button (Fig. 2) to get solutions. The solutions are shown in worksheet Sheet2 – Sheet6. Sheet2 (Fig. 3) shows local and global stiffness matrices of each element, and global stiffness matrix of overall truss system in green matrix.

Sheet3 (Fig. 4) shows displacement solutions and reaction forces of each node in x and y direction.

Sheet4 (Fig. 5) shows the internal force and normal stress of each element. Positive value is compressed element, and negative value is element in tension.
A drawback of the program is according to the limitation of EXCEL. A single EXCEL worksheet may contain a maximum of 65,472 array [5] which is equivalent to 255x255 stiffness matrix size. This means 2D truss problem may have the maximum node is 127 nodes (two degree of freedom, x and y direction in each node). The more nodes problem have, the bigger template user has to input data, and the more computer resource is needed. The number rounding system in EXCEL need to be discussed since it leads to the small error of solutions. Example from the sample provided in program, the reaction forces matrix solution (Fig. 4) shows the force 1499.99955 lb from the theoretical solution is 1500.00 lb or the force of -1.137E-13 lb from the theoretical solution is 0 lb.
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